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How to Get Set up for Virtual Poker Tournament
1) Locate and download PokerBros app. Apps can only
be downloaded and played from a mobile device.
Accessible on IOS and Android devices.

(Note: You will need a second, separate device if you
wish to also attend the zoom session during the
poker game)

2) Once the app is downloaded and installed on device, it's time to create an account. Click
on register and then enter in the credentials you wish to use.

3) Once you register, you will be prompted to enter a birthdate. This is only to make sure
you are over 18, and then you will be asked to accept terms and conditions.
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4) Once you have made your way to the homepage of
the app, it will ask you to create a nickname. This
is the name that will appear while you are
playing at the table. It is recommended that you
try and make your nickname something that will be
easily identifiable by the other players.

5) Now that you are on the homepage, it’s time to apply to the
private club where the poker tournament will be taking
place. Locate the magnifying glass button above the
lobby rooms on the right side of the page (just below the
diamonds). Click this button to apply to the private GSH
Casino Club.

6) Enter in the club ID on the top line. (Leave the bottom line “ID referrer” blank). The
GSH Club ID is 98260. Click next, it will bring up our club (see below) and click join.
Once you hit join, the application will be sent and you will have to wait for approval. We
will reach out with additional information on how to proceed once we open the club to the
attendees.

